
Sabiya Nabi to represent KU in Int’l 
alpine skiing competition 
 

Varsity to provide full financial support: VC 
 

 
 
Srinagar, March 20: The Kashmir University (KU), Wednesday announced the 
selection of Sabiya Nabi, in the upcoming ‘International Alpine Skiing Competition’ in 
Kazakhstan. She will represent the university in an event scheduled to take place from 
March 27 to April 04. The varsity will provide the financial and necessary support to 
her. 
“Sabiya Nabi, a dedicated MP Ed (Master in Physical Education) student at Kashmir 
University, has been selected to represent our university in the upcoming 
International Alpine Skiing Competition in Kazakhstan,” an official spokesperson said 
in a statement issued here. 
In her message, KU Vice Chancellor, Prof Nilofer Khan congratulated Sabiya Nabi on 
achieving this feat and assured full financial support in making necessary 
arrangements to ensure her smooth participation. 
“Sabiya's selection for this international competition is a testament to her exceptional 
skill, determination and commitment to the sport. Hardwork and dedication earned 
her this opportunity to showcase her talent on the global stage and bring recognition 
to Kashmir University,” Prof Khan said. 



Congratulating Sabiya Nabi on making the university proud, KU Registrar, Prof Naseer 
Iqbal, appreciated her efforts and preparedness while encouraging her to perform well 
and to bring laurels to the university. 
“We are confident that she will uphold the values and reputation of our university with 
grace and sportsmanship throughout the competition,” he said. 
Director, Directorate of Physical Education and sports (DPES), Dr Mandeep Singh, 
termed it “a moment of great pride” and assured providing all possible support to 
Sabiya Nabi for her participation in the international event, the spokesperson said. 
“We wish Sabiya Nabi the best of luck in the upcoming competition and have no doubt 
that she will represent the varsity with pride and excellence,” the spokesperson quoted 
Dr Mandeep as saying. 
As Sabiya prepares to compete against top athletes from around the world, the KU 
community has extended heartfelt congratulations and support to her, the statement 
added. 


